
American Foreign Policy
PSCI 4830.001

Fall 2019
MW, 3:30–4:50 p.m. (Matthews 109)

Prof. Andrew J. Enterline
E-mail: via Canvas
Phone: 940.565.2313

Office (Wooten Hall 145) Hours: M 2–3, 5–7 (and by appointment)

Course Description

This course is designed to engage the history as well as the intellectual debates central to
American foreign policy. This course does not rely on a textbook to achieve this goal, and it
is not organized in the time honored tradition of lecture/exam, lecture/exam, etc. Rather,
this course is grounded in careful consideration of ideas central to American foreign policy
as they are discussed in a series of books. In turn, these ideas are discussed by the students
and the instructor in small and large group formats. We will use this approach to explore the
evolution of American foreign policy from its founding to the present period, after which you
will submit to an exam. In the final phase of the course, students participate in a simulation
an exercise that allows students to engage in bargaining and decision making on an issue
familiar to American foreign policy. In doing so, students obtain a better sense of, as well
as feel for, for the dilemmas confronting past, present and future American policymakers in
foreign policy.
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Required Materials

Seven books are required for the course (listed in the order that they will be read and
discussed.) They are available at the UNT bookstore, online, at local booksellers (new and
used), and in most cases are available in the collections of local libraries. Although you
need not have all seven books in your possession in the first week of the semester, you are
expected to acquire each book with enough time to read it prior to our discussion of the
book in class. The required books are as follows:

1. Dangerous Nation: America’s Foreign Policy from Its Earliest Days to the Dawn of
the Twentieth Century. Robert Kagan. Vintage. ISBN-13: 978-0375724916;

2. Pivotal Decades: The United States, 1900–1920. John Milton Cooper Jr. W. W.
Norton & Company. ISBN-13: 978-039395655;

3. Special Providence: American Foreign Policy and How It Changed the World. Walter
Russell Mead. Routledge. (2002) ISBN-13: 978-0415935364;

4. The Cold War: A New History. John Lewis Gaddis. Penguin Books. ISBN-13: 978-
0143038276;

5. Fascism: A Warning. Madeleine Albright. Harper. ISBN-13: 978-0062856524;

6. Into the Hands of the Soldiers: Freedom and Chaos in Egypt and the Middle East
David D. Kirkpatrick. Penguin Books; Reprint edition. ISBN-13: 978-0735220638;
and

7. The Jungle Grows Back: America and Our Imperiled World Paperback Robert Kagan.
Vintage; Reprint edition. ISBN-13: 978-0525563570.

In addition to the course readings we will viewing four films during the semester. Like
the aforementioned books, the films present material that the student will employ in the
semester exam.
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Class Format

The foundation of this course is discussion of the course readings. Students are expected
to arrive to class each Monday having read the appropriate readings for the week. Each
Monday, students will discuss the weekly reading in small groups prompted by questions
provided by the professor. Each Wednesday students and the instructor will discuss the
readings collectively in the large group setting.
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UNT Canvas

Student attendance, grades, etc., will be posted on the UNT Canvas system. Additional
information regarding upcoming course activities, adjustments to plans, etc., will also be
posted on Canvas. Students are responsible for this information. Hence, students should
check their Canvas account for the course regularly.
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Student Responsibilities

Weekly Meetings

Attendance will be taken for this course during the first few minutes of class (if you arrive
after this point, it is your responsibility to alert me of this at the end of class so that it can be
recorded correctly.) Attendance records will be reported in Canvas with a column marked by
the class date and a value of “1” for attended. While I record your physical presence in the
classroom, participation means actively engaging the course material, not merely attending
and sitting quietly (or, departing after attendance is taken.) If you pursue the latter strategy,
you will not receive credit for participation. Contributions to group discussions on Monday
and collective discussions on Wednesday will account for 30% of a student’s final grade.
Midterm evaluation of student participation will be reported on Canvas mid-October.
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Exam

There will be a take-home essay exam. The exam will be released on the evening of Wednes-
day, Nov. 13 and is to be returned via the UNT Canvas Turnitin.com submission system
by 11:59 pm on Sunday, November 24. The question(s) will be drawn from the material
covered in the course materials and in-class discussion. The exam contributes 40% toward
the student’s final grade.
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Simulation & Paper

A simulation related to contemporary American foreign policy will be conducted on Nov. 18
(Instructions), Nov. 20 (Session I), Nov. 25 (Session II), Dec. 2 (Session III), and Dec. 4
(Debrief). Attendance is required during all simulation days. The paper requires students
to integrate ideas contained in the course readings and discussions with behavior observed
during the simulation in an analysis of approximately 10 double-spaced pages. The semester
paper is due on Wednesday, Dec. 11 by 11:59 pm via the UNT Canvas Turnitin.com system.
Additional information regarding the paper will be forthcoming as the semester progresses.
The semester paper will contribute 30% to each student’s final grade.
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Winter Weather

As winter weather approaches in late November and December, please monitor your Canvas
and MyUNT email accounts for messages from me regarding course meetings. Due to com-
muting hazards (me riding a motorcycle from the Fort Worth area), I may cancel class due
to poor weather prior to any declaration by the UNT Registrar.
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Calendar

26 Aug. Course Introduction
28 Aug. NO CLASS (Reading Kagan, Dangerous Nation, Chs. 1–6)

2 Sept. NO CLASS (Holiday) (Reading Kagan & enjoying it!)

4 Sept. Kagan, Chs. 1–6 (Large group discussion only)

9/11 Sept. Kagan, Chs. 7–12

16/18 Sept. Cooper, Chs. 1–6

23/25 Sept. Cooper, Chs. 7–12

30 Sept./2 Oct. Mead, all

7/9 Oct. Film Session 1

14/16 Oct. Gaddis, all

21/23 Oct. Albright, all

28/30 Oct. Film Session 2

4/6 Nov. Kirkpatrick, all

11/13 Nov. Kagan, The Jungle Grows Back, all

13 Nov. Exam Distributed via Canvas after class

18 Nov. Simulation Instructions (Attendance Mandatory)

20 Nov. Simulation Session #1 (Attendance Mandatory)

24 Nov. Exam Due (submitted via Canvas, Sunday, 11:59 pm)

25 Nov. Simulation Session #2 (Attendance Mandatory)

27 Nov. NO CLASS (Thanksgiving Eve)

2 Dec. Simulation Session #3 (Attendance Mandatory)

4 Dec. Simulation Debrief (Attendance Mandatory)
11 Dec. Simulation Paper Due via Canvas, Wednesday 11:59 pm
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ADA Compliance

Mission Statement from UNT Office of Disability Access (https://disability.unt.edu/
about):

The Office of Disability Access (ODA) exists to prevent discrimination on the ba-
sis of disability as mandated by the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 as amended. This is accomplished by determining
eligibility for qualified students by reviewing disability-related medical and psy-
chological documentation along with the student’s individual experiences, to de-
termine appropriate, reasonable accommodations which are recommended to the
campus. As part of this process, our office strives to facilitate the development
of students through independence and autonomy. UNT is a student centered
research institution; our office compliments this mission by providing leadership
in the areas of equal access and advocacy for students with disabilities. In turn,
our campus diversity will be richer and UNT will be more accessible to all.

Forms for applying for accommodation are available here:

https://disability.unt.edu/forms
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Academic Integrity

UNT’s policy of academic integrity (06.003 Student Academic Integrity; https://vpaa.

unt.edu/dcgcover/resources/integrity) is contained in the appended document.
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Faculty Affairs 

 

06.003 Student Academic Integrity 

 

Policy Statement. The University of North Texas promotes the integrity of learning and 
embraces the core values of trust and honesty. Academic integrity is based on educational 
principles and procedures that protect the rights of all participants in the educational process 
and validate the legitimacy of degrees awarded by the University. In the investigation and 
resolution of allegations of student academic dishonesty, the University’s actions are intended 
to be corrective, educationally sound, fundamentally fair, and based on reliable evidence. 

 
Application of Policy. All students who have a current relationship with the University. Students 
who do not have a current relationship with the University are subject to the disciplinary process 
for conduct that occurred while they had a relationship with the University. 

 
Definitions. 

1. Academic Misconduct “Academic Misconduct”  means the intentional or 
unintentional act ion by a student to engage in  behavior in the academic setting 
including, but not limited to: cheating, fabrication, facilitating academic misconduct, 
forgery, plagiarism, and sabotage. 

2. Academic Integrity Database. “Academic Integrity Database” means the electronic 
database maintained in the Dean of Student’s Office to manage confidential records of 
student academic penalties and misconduct sanctions and student academic educational 
status. Records are protected by Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 

3. Academic Integrity Officer (AIO). “Academic Integrity Officer (AIO)” means the faculty 
member appointed by the provost and vice president for academic affairs to promote 
academic integrity and administer the duties of the Office of Academic Integrity.  The AIO 
is charged with reviewing possible major, multiple, or repeat violations and imposed 
sanctions. 

4. Academic Integrity Office Panel (AIOP). “Academic Integrity Office Panel (AIOP)” means 
a panel convened for the purpose of providing a student the opportunity for impartial 
review of evidence underlying allegations of academic dishonesty, and of the 
academic penalties and misconduct sanctions imposed in matters involving allegations 
of major or multiple violations. 

5. Appeal. “Appeal” means a request made by a student to challenge an academic penalty 
imposed as a result of a finding that the student violated the Academic Integrity Policy. 

6. Cheating. “Cheating” means the use of unauthorized assistance in an academic 
exercise, including but not limited to: 



 

a. use of any unauthorized assistance to take exams, tests, quizzes, or other 
assessments; 

b. use of sources beyond those authorized by the instructor in writing papers, 
preparing reports, solving problems, or carrying out other assignments; 

c. use, without permission, of tests, notes, or other academic materials 
belonging to instructors, staff members, or other students of the University; 

d. dual submission of a paper or project, or resubmission of a paper or project to a 
different class without express permission from the instructor; 

e. any other act designed to give a student an unfair advantage on an academic 
assignment. 

7. Day.  “Day” means Monday through Friday during regular University business hours 
(8a.m to 5:00p.m.). 

8. Fabrication.  “ Fabrication” means falsifying or inventing any information, data, or 
research outside of a defined academic exercise. 

9. Facilitating Academic Dishonesty.  “Facilitating academic dishonesty” means helping 
or assisting another in the commission of academic dishonesty. 

10. Forgery. “Forgery” means intentionally falsifying or altering a score, grade, or official 
academic University record or the signature of another. 

11. Preponderance of the Evidence. “Preponderance of the evidence” means standard of 
review in the student appeal process that evaluates whether allegations are more likely 
to be true than not true. 

12. Instructor. “Instructor” means any University employee who has been assigned 
instructional responsibilities including, but not limited to, tenure-track and non-
tenure track Instructors, librarians (or librarian appointments), adjunct instructors, and 
teaching fellows. 

13. Minor Violation. “Minor violation” means errors in judgment without clear intent by the 
student to violate the Academic Integrity Policy. 

14. Major Violation. “Major violation” means a serious act o r  a c t s  of academic 
misconduct that supports evident substantial disregard for the academic integrity of 
the University as determined by the Office of Academic Integrity. 

15. Plagiarism. “Plagiarism” means use of another’s thoughts or words without proper 
attribution in any academic exercise, regardless of the student’s intent, including but not 
limited to: 

a. the knowing or negligent use by paraphrase or direct quotation of the published 
or unpublished work of another person without full and clear acknowledgement 
or citation, or 

b. the knowing or negligent unacknowledged use of materials prepared by another 
person or by an agency engaged in selling term papers or other academic 



 

materials. 

16. Sabotage.  ”Sabotage” means acting to prevent others from completing their work 
or willfully disrupting the academic work of others. 

17. Student. “Student” means a person taking courses at the University, including individuals 
who withdraw after allegations of academic misconduct; those who are not currently 
enrolled in courses but who have a continuing academic relationship with the 
University; and those who have been admitted or readmitted to the university. 

 
Procedures and Responsibilities. 

Responsibility for Single Violations of Academic Misconduct. 

A. Instructor. Instructors have primary responsibility for academic assessment. A 
finding by an instructor that academic dishonesty occurred may be considered 
grounds for academic penalties, up to and including failure in the course. Decisions 
about the degree of academic penalty to impose will be based on the seriousness 
of the violation. Instructors are expected to report all allegations, factual summary 
statements, and sanctions involving instances of academic misconduct.. 

 

B. AIO and Office of Academic Integrity. When an instructor and student cannot reach 
agreement regarding the degree of academic penalty, the instructor may seek 
guidance and advisement from the Office of Academic Integrity. Under the 
supervision of the AIO, the Office of Academic Integrity has the following 
responsibilities:: 

1. provide campus education and awareness training and academic integrity 
resources; 

2. schedule appeals before the AIOP; 

3. review single violation reports to determine whether the violation should be 
categorized as a major or minor violation. 

4. administer the procedures and academic sanctions as set forth in this policy, 
including investigation of possible major violations and misconduct involving 
multiple or repeat violations of the policy; and  

5. consult with instructors and students about procedures and rights, and inform 
students of impending investigations, misconduct findings, misconduct sanctions, 
and appeal rights as related to major, multiple, or repeat violations.  

C. Department Chair. The department chair has final authority on appeal over academic 
penalties imposed for single violations. 

D. Office of the Provost. The provost or designee reviews cases and holds final 
administrative authority for resolving appeals involving expulsion, suspension, and 
revocation of degree for undergraduate and graduate students. The provost may 



 

request additional information from any person, as needed, to make a final decision 
on academic penalties. 

E. Student. Students are expected to conduct themselves in a manner consistent with 
the University's status as an institution of higher education.  A student is 
responsible for responding to an academic dishonesty report issued by an instructor 
or other University official. If a student fails to respond after proper attempt at 
notification have been made, the University may take appropriate academic actions 
in the absence of the student. 

II. Academic Penalties. The following academic penalties may be assessed upon determination 
that academic misconduct has occurred: Admonition, Educational Assignment, Partial or No 
Credit for an Assignment or Assessment, Lower Final Course Grade, Course Failure, Probation, 
Suspension, Expulsion, and Revocation of Degree. Probation, Suspension, Expulsion, and 
Revocation of Degree may only be handed out by the AIO with the final decision on 
appeal by the provost or designee, the other penalties may be assigned by the 
instructor.  Admonitions and educational assignments are not appealable. 

A. Admonition. The student may be issued a verbal or written warning. 

B. Educational Assignment. The student may be required to perform additional 
coursework not required of other students in the specific course. 

C. Partial or No Credit for an Assignment or Assessment. The instructor may award 
partial or no credit for the assignment or assessment on which the student engaged 
in academic misconduct. 

D. Course Failure. The instructor may assign a failing grade for the course. 

E. Lower Grade. The instructor may lower the student’s final grade by one letter grade. 

F. Probation. A student may be placed on probation for up to two (2) long semesters. 
Students on probation may remain at the University, but may be required to satisfy 
specific conditions or requirements, such as, report regularly to the AIO, or be 
barred from holding any office or participating in any activity in which the student 
represents the University or University-recognized student organizations, either 
within or outside the University community. The sanction of probation prohibits 
graduation until the period of probation has ended and the student has complied 
with all AIO requirements. 

G. Suspension. A student may be suspended from the University for up to one year, 
during which time the student is ineligible for the privileges associated with 
registration, including living in University housing. Suspension anticipates that the 
student may return once applicable conditions are satisfied. 

H. Expulsion from the University. T h e  student  is  removed from good standing with 
the Office of Academic Integrity and must leave the University permanently without 
an expectation of  return to the University. 



 

I. Revocation of Degree. The student’s official and unofficial transcript may reflect that 
revocation of degree assessed as an academic misconduct penalty.  

 

Should a student’s appeal of an academic misconduct penalty extend beyond the grade 
submission deadline for the semester of the incident, the student will be assigned a 
grade that reflects the recommended penalty.  Upon conclusion of the appeal process, 
the student’s grade will be adjusted accordingly (penalty removed) based upon the 
outcome of the appeal. 

III. Procedures for Single Violation of Academic Dishonesty. 

A. Instructor Actions.  An instructor who suspects that a student has engaged in an act 
of academic misconduct must make a good faith effort to contact the student in 
writing as soon as possible after detecting the suspected academic dishonesty.  The 
instructor’s initial communication should be sent to the student’s University-
assigned email address, and should convey the details of the suspected academic 
misconduct in sufficient detail to allow the student to prepare a written response, 
and direct the student to schedule an in-person conference with the instructor to 
discuss the suspected misconduct. 

1. If the student does not respond to the instructor’s written communication within 
five (5) days of the instructor sending the email, the instructor may assess 
academic penalties in-line with the suspected academic dishonesty. 

2. If the student responds to the instructor’s written notice of suspected academic 
misconduct an in-person conference with the instructor should be scheduled.  As 
part of the conference, the instructor will review all the evidence or information 
relevant to the suspected act of academic dishonesty and provide the student a 
full opportunity to respond. 

3. If, after the conference, the instructor determines that the student has not 
engaged in an act of academic dishonesty, no sanctions will be imposed and 
the instructor will notify the student immediately. 

4. If the instructor determines upon preponderance of the evidence that the student 
has engaged in an act of academic dishonesty, the instructor will notify the student 
of this determination in writing, as soon as possible, if not immediately upon the 
conclusion of the conference.  

5. The instructor will submit the online Academic Integrity Single Violation Report 
with the factual summary, and any relevant documents, to support the findings 
and the impossed academic penalty.  This will be filed in the Academic Integrity 
Database. 

B. Student Appeal of Instructor’s Actions. 

1. If a student disagrees with an instructor’s determination of academic misconduct 
or with an academic penalty, the student may submit a written appeal to the 

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthTexas&layout_id=3


 

instructor’s department chair within five (5) days of the date on the instructor’s 
written decision.  

2. The student’s appeal must be submitted in writing using the online Appeal of 
Academic Integrity Single Violation form. The appeal must detail: 

a. whether the student is requesting appeal of the finding of academic 
misconduct or the instructor’s assigned academic penalty, or both; 

b. the specific basis for the appeal; and 

c. any factual information in support of the student’s case, including any 
specific evidence. 

C. Department Chair Appeal Process. 

Upon receipt of the student’s written appeal the department chair must determine 
whether review of the appeal will be conducted by the department chair or a faculty 
committee. The decision of the chair on this issue is final.  

1. Department Chair Review and Resolution of Appeal. 

Within ten (10) days of receiving the student’s written appeal the department 
chair must complete the following actions. 

a. The department chair will issue, based upon the preponderance of the 
evidence, one of the following findings and supporting rationale t o  the 
student and instructor: 

1. The student did not engage in an act of academic dishonesty as 
determined by the instructor; or 

2. The student did engage in an act of academic misconduct as determined 
by the instructor and choose to: 

i. Uphold the assigned academic penalty; 

ii. Deny the assigned academic penalty; or 

iii. Modify the assigned penalty. 

b. To assist with the appeal review, the department chair may request a written 
statement from the instructor for review with the student’s appeal.  The 
department chair may request additional information, and as appropriate will 
meet with the student, the instructor, and other individuals with relevant 
information.   

c. The department chair will complete the online Academic Integrity Single 
Violation Appeal Finding.  A copy of the Academic Integrity Single Violation 
Appeal Finding will be sent to the student’s University-assigned email 
address.  Students are responsible for regularly checking their University-
assigned email. 

d. The decision of the department chair is final. 

https://cm.maxient.com/reportingform.php?UnivofNorthTexas&layout_id=17
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2. Faculty Committee Review and Recommendation of Appeal to Department Chair. 

Departments may have a standing appeal committee comprised of faculty charged 
with reviewing academic misconduct appeals.  If no such committee exists, the 
department chair will appoint an ad hoc academic dishonesty appeal committee 
of three departmental faculty members: one selected by the student, one selected 
by the instructor, and one selected by the chair with agreement of the other two 
committee members.  Should departmental faculty members be unavailable, 
committee members may include any person holding a faculty appointment in the 
college with similar subject matter expertise.  The chair’s appointee will chair the 
appeal committee. 

Within fifteen (15) days of the receipt of the review assignment from the chair, the 
committee must complete the following actions. 

a. The committee will issue, based upon the preponderance of the evidence, 
one of the following recommendations with its rationale to the department 
chair: 

1. The student did not engage in an act of academic misconduct 
as determined by the instructor; or 

2. The student did engage in an act of academic misconduct as 
determined by the instructor, and made the determination to: 

i. Uphold the assigned academic penalty; 

ii. Deny the assigned academic penalty; or 

iii. Recommend a modified penalty. 

b. To assist with the appeal review, the committee may request a written 
statement from the instructor for review along with the student’s appeal.  The 
committee may request additional information, and as appropriate, will meet 
with the student, the instructor, and other individuals with relevant 
information. 

c. As soon as possible, but no more than five (5) days after the receipt of the 
committee’s recommendations, the department chair will report the 
findings and rationale on the appeal by completing the online Academic 
Integrity Single Violation Appeal Finding.  A copy of the Academic Integrity 
Single Violation Appeal Finding will be sent to the student’s University-
assigned email address.  Students are responsible for checking their 
University-assigned email on a regular basis. 

d. The decision of the department chair is final.  

 
IV. Procedures for Multiple or Major Violations of Academic Misconduct.  
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A. AIO Assessment. 

The Office of Academic Integrity will assess reported violations of the Student 

Academic Integrity Policy for multiple or major offenses.  The AIO will review the 

associated evidence as soon as possible upon:  

1. identification of  multiple or major violations in the Academic Integrity 

Database, or  

2. receipt of a recommendation for probation, suspension, expulsion, or 

revocation of degree 

 

B. Notification.  

If the AIO finds that the student’s academic misconduct rose to a level of a major 
violation, or that the student has multiple single violations the AIO will send written 
notice to the student’s University assigned e-mail address.  The notification will 
include:  

1. a list of the academic misconduct violation(s), including the date(s) and 

reporting department(s), and corresponding section(s) of the Student 

Academic Integrity Policy that have been violated; and  

2. the date by which the student must schedule a conference with the AIO to 

discuss the misconduct(s).  Dates may be extended at the discretion of AIO in 

the interest of fairness. 

C. Conference with the AIO.  
The purpose of this conference is to determine if the student’s major misconduct or 
multiple single violations are sufficient to support a penalty of probation, suspension, 
expulsion, or revocation of degree. 
 

1. The AIO will hold a conference with the student to review the misconduct and 

provide an opportunity for the student to respond directly to the violation(s).  

The AIO may invite others who can provide further information regarding the 

misconduct(s), such as DOS, instructor(s), or witnesses to a particular incident 

to participate in the conference at their discretion.  

2. The student may present relevant information regarding the misconduct, 

including witness statements, documents, or other information.  

3. A student may be accompanied by an advisor, but the student must represent 

them self at the conference.  If a student intends to be accompanied by an 

attorney, the student must notify the Office for Academic Integrity no later 

than two (2) days prior to the conference so that the University can have a 

representative from the Office of General Counsel present at the conference.  

D. Notice of Findings and Sanctions.  



 

1. If, after review of the evidence and conferring with the student and other 

relevant involved parties, the AIO determines that the student’s previously 

assigned sanctions were sufficient, the AIO will notify the student in writing, 

informing them of the finding and no further sanctions will be assigned.   

2. If the AIO determines that a student’s sanctions were not sufficient to address 

the multiple or major violations, the AIO will assign further sanctions to the 

student.  The AIO may assign any sanction listed in this policy.  The student will 

be notified of the modified sanctions in writing. 

3. The written notification of findings and sanctions will be sent to the student’s 

University-assigned email address.  Students are responsible for regularly 

checking their University-assigned email. 

E. Student Appeal of AIO’s Actions. 

1. If a student disagrees with the AIO’s determination of findings and sanctions, 
the student may submit a written appeal to the Office of the Provost within 
five (5) days of the date on the AIO’s written decision.  

2. The student’s appeal must be in writing using the online Appeal of Academic 
Integrity Multiple Violations form. The appeal must detail: 

a. whether the student is appealing the AIO’s finding that the 
violation is a major violation, or that the student engaged in 
multiple violations, the assigned sanctions, or both; 

b. the specific basis for the appeal; and 

c. any factual information in support of the student’s case, including 
specific evidence. 

F. Office of the Provost Appeal Process. 

Upon receipt of the student’s written appeal the Office of the Provost must 
determine whether review of the appeal will be conducted by the provost, or 
designee, or a provost appeal committee. The decision of the provost on this issue 
is final.  

1. Provost or Designee Review and Resolution of Appeal. 

Within ten (10) days of receiving the student’s written appeal the provost or 
designee must complete the following actions. 

a. The provost or designee will issue, based upon the preponderance of 
the evidence, one of the following findings and rationale: 

1. The findings of the AIO are not upheld; or 

2. The findings of the AIO are upheld, and a determination is made 
to: 
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i. Uphold the assigned sanctions; 

ii. Deny the assigned sanctions; or 

iii. Modify the assigned sanctions. 

b. To assist with the appeal review, the provost or designee may request 
a written statement from the AIO for review along with the student’s 
appeal.  The provost or designee may request additional information 
and as appropriate will meet with the student, the instructor(s), and 
other individuals with relevant information. 

c. The Provost’s, or designee’s, written finding will be sent to the 
student’s University-assigned email address. Students are 
responsible for regularly checking their University-assigned email. 

d. The decision of the provost or designee is final. 

2. Provost Appeal Committee Review and Recommendation of Appeal to Provost. 

The Provost or designee will appoint an ad hoc provost appeal committee 
comprised of three faculty members to act on the student’s appeal of the AIO 
decision.  

Within fifteen (15) days of receiving the review from the provost, the appeal 
committed must complete the following actions. 

a. The appeal committee will issue, based upon the preponderance of the 
evidence gathered, one of the following recommendations with its 
rationale to the provost or designee: 

1. The findings of the AIO are not upheld; or 

2. The findings of the AIO are upheld, and  

i. Uphold the assigned sanctions; 

ii. Deny the assigned sanctions; or 

iii. Recommend modified sanctions. 

b. To assist with the appeal review, the committee may request a written 
statement from the AIO for review with the student’s appeal.  The 
committee may request additional information and where appropriate 
will meet with the student, the instructor(s), and other individuals with 
relevant information. 

c. As soon as possible, but no more than five (5) days after the receipt of the 
appeal committee’s recommendations, the provost or designee will 
report the findings and rationale on the appeal.  A copy of the 
provost’s or designee’s determination will be sent to the student’s 
Univesity-assigned email address. Students are rresponisble for 
regularly checking their University-assigned email.. 



 

d. The decision of the provost or designee is final.  

V. Extension.  A student and the appropriate decision-making authority may mutually agree to 
extend an expressed timeframe for a reasonable period of time. 

VI. Records Retention.  Records of student academic integrity educational status are 
maintained according to the Institutional Records Management Program 
(https://records.unt.edu/).  

 
References and Cross-References. 

UNT Policy 04.008, Records Management and Retention 

UNT Policy 07.012, Code of Student Conduct 

Forms and Tools. 

Academic Integrity Single Violation Report  

Appeal of Academic Integrity Single Violation 

Academic Integrity Single Violation Appeal Finding  

Academic Integrity Multiple Violations Appeal Form 
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